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Each item on this page is overseen by an ELLE Decor editor. We can earn commissions on some items you choose to buy. December 18, 2007 Credit: &amp; copies; Dana Hoff/Corbis 1 of 12 ELLE DECOR Goes to Dallas Downtown Dallas rising on the Trinity River. 2 out of 12 ELLE DECOR Goes to Dallas Private terraces at the Adolphus. 3 of 12 ELLE DECOR Goes to Dallas The lobby at W Dallas-
Victory. 4 of 12 ELLE DECOR Goes to Dallas The T Cafe Room at Forty-Five Ten. 5 of 12 ELLE DECOR Goes to Dallas A Richard Serra installation at the Nasher Sculpture Center. 6 of 12 ELLE DECOR Goes to Dallas Vintage Furniture at the 20th Century Collage Classics. 7 of ELLE DECOR Goes to Dallas Jan Showers & Assoc. 8 of 12 ELLE DECOR Goes to Dallas Fashions at Elements. 11/12 ELLE
DECOR To Dallas A living room at Hôtel St. Germain. 12 of 12 ELLE DECOR Goes to Dallas Taco Diner. Next ELLE DECOR Goes to Prague Advertising - Continue reading below This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email address. You can find more information about this content and similar content at piano.io With everyone
spending more time at home than ever before, there has never been a better time for families to play games together – whether they're in the same room or hundreds of miles apart. We've gathered a list of the best games you can play at home, online and via video chat. Whether you're looking for something simple and ngy or a competitive game of strategy and skill, there's something here for everyone.
Liar's Dice: 3+ players, 30 minutesA Peruvian game dating back centuries, Liar's Dice (or Dudo) is a simple dice game of chance and bluffing. All you need to play is five dice per player and plastic cups, but you can buy custom sets or play online at Board Game Arena.Gameplay is simple. Everyone rolls their dice and keeps them secret. Players take turns bidding higher and higher, guessing how many
certain dice are shared between players. When bids are too high to someone's preferences, they can challenge the bid. All players reveal their dice to find out who is right, and the loser must give up a dice. Not only is it easy and fast to play, but it can also be used to teach children about basic probabilities – and about bluffing. Queendomino: 2 to 4 players, 25 minutes This domino-style board game gives
players the opportunity to build their own kingdom to impress the queen. Players take turns placing tiles containing fields, forests, lakes, and towns to create their kingdoms. You can also use your knights to tax your land and build Buildings with special abilities in your town. All this is packed into a fast-acting game for kids as well as adults, as its gameplay is a mix of quick turns and long-term strategy.
Cribbage: 2-6 players, 30 minutes this classic card game has simple rules but strategic classes. It can be enjoyed by two head-to-head players or playing in teams two or three. The high luck factor and team play make it a great game for parents to enjoy with their children. It is known for its wooden pegboard in the center of the game, which is used to track points. Players are given a hand of five cards (or
six in a two-player game) and must remove a card into the cede, creating a bonus hand for the agent. Then everyone take turns playing cards, scoring points to play runs and pairs off other players' cards, trying to reach a total of 15 and 31. Finally, all players lift up their hands and score their cards again, this time making combinations in their own hands. The exciting game is full of twists and turns as
players set up their partners for high scoring plays or reveal a hand that sends their pegs racing down the board. Qwirkle: 2 to 4 players, 45 minutesIn Qwirkle, players create matching shapes and patterns in this simple abstract game that feels a bit like Scrabble without letters. Tiles are made of chunky wood with brilliant paint shapes, making it a great choice for children with model recognition skills.
Players take turns placing tiles in rows or columns, creating a line of tiles that match the shape or color (but not both). The hard part is finding a part of the growing board where you can legally add your tiles. Points are tallied as the game goes on, and when the brick bag is empty, the player with the highest score is the winner. Mafia: 8+ players, 30 minutes This social deduction game of murder and
conspiracy works perfectly via video chat and can make the evening quite dramatic. All you need to play the Mafia is a large group of people (who are comfortable with lying), an operator to run games and video chat that all players can access. The coordinator assigns the role to the group. Players will be innocent townspeople or murderous mafia members. The mafia is trying to kill all the townspeople over
the course of the game, and the townspeople win if they identify all mafia members. The game is played cyclical day and night. At night, the mafia decides together (maybe in a private text conversation) who they want to kill while the townspeople keep their eyes closed. During the day, the operator reveals who was murdered, and all players are invited to make allegations and vote to executed a player.
When all mafia members were made or no townspeople left, the game ended. Jackbox: More than 3 players, 20 minutes OfJackbox games can be played on a variety of platforms, including Fire TV, Apple TV, Mac and Amazon PC. The best part is only People need to buy their games for storage and other players can join on their smartphones. This makes it a great game collection for families playing in
the same room or via video chat. Their game tests skills differently, from drawing to improving to quizzing - but all They are extremely simple and fast to play. In Drawful 2, players receive strange reminders and draw their creations on their smartphone screens. Then everyone writes their guess for each drawing and votes for what they think is the correct answer. In Fibbage, players submit answers to quiz
questions and vote on which answers are the real answers. These are just two of Jackbox's my myth of party games, available individually or in packages. Jenga Giant Edition: 2 to 6 players, 20 minutesA lover of Jenga's classic block stacking game, but Giant Edition takes it to the next level, reaching three feet high or higher. This oversized version is a great option for an evening in the backyard or
courtyard, and the larger size is fun for children or adults. Eat Poop You Cat: Over 5 players, 20 minutes This fun game about misunderstandings and terrible drawings has no winners or losers – and you can play it with just a few sheets of paper and pencil (check out the full guide at Board Game Geek). All players start by writing a sentence (at best meaningless) at the top of their article. Next, they pass
the paper to the player on the left. Players then alternate between drawing pictures and writing captions for whatever their neighbors have overcome them. Once everyone's original plate has made it all the way around, the team can enjoy their disaster masterpiece. It's a game that works well with almost every crowd and you may find yourself keeping some of your creativity for years. Peter McPherson is a
writer for BestReviews. BestReviews is a product review company with a singly task: to help simplify your purchasing decisions and save you time and money. BestReviews never accepts free products from manufacturers and purchases every product it evaluates with its own money. BestReviews spends thousands of hours researching, analyzing and testing products to showcase the best options for most
consumers. BestReviews can earn a commission if you buy a product through one of our affiliates. Colleen Scott Whether you're just taking a break from your Netflix queue or you're looking for something the whole family can do together at the end of long, stressful days, board games, puzzles, and other indoor games you can play at home is pretty much a must have. A little friendly contest never hurts,
does it? And they're great for a rainy day, too. There are tons of board games on the market that are fun for adults and the whole family, but they're not always exactly stylish. If you are looking for games you do not need to hide in the closet, these games are fun to play as they are beautiful. Some are affordable, some are on the pricier side, but one thing they have in common: You won't want to put them
back in the box. Or at least, you won't remember keeping the box on the screen. Ads - Continue reading below 1 Espresso Bristle Dartboard Cabinet Set Imperial International wayfair.com $332.90 This dart closes up for review a wooden cabinet is not conspicuable, so when it is not used (although it is sleek when opened, too!) it still complements your decoration. 2 Acrylic Chess You'll never want to put
this striking acrylic chess set back in the box – who needs coffee table books, anyway? Ridley's Games indoor table 3 set amazon.com $24.16 This indoor table ing ing-ing set is completely portable, folded right into its beautiful, graphically patterned box – one that will look great on any bookshelf. 4 Sorrento Backgammon Set jonathanadler.com $395.00 This backgammon set is so beautiful, it's worth
enjoying and when it closes, it looks like a beautiful objet d'art. 5 Tabletop Shuffleboard Game Shuffleboard is easy to play anywhere, thanks to this table version becoming five feet long when fully assembled. 6 Oversized Leather Tic Tac Game Tic tac toe has only a mostly stylish upgrade, in this oversized option that features skin blocks. 7 Tabletop Baseball Play your favorite sport even on a rainy day with
baseball games on this table, there is a small wooden field and a whiteboard to score. Talk about a home run! 8 'Feeling Flushed' Puzzle pieceworkpuzzles.com $36.00 A beautiful puzzle can definitely double as art, especially if you frame it when it's finally finished. 9 Le Jardin De Mysore Bridge Gift Set Has never been a better time to learn how to play the Bridge, and this gorgeous gift set has everything
you need to start in style. 10 Classic Domino V2 Set Printworks verishop.com $32.00 Bet you don't think dominos can look this sleek! This classic set recreates the standard, boring bricks in a pretty blue — with a simple but raised box to match. 11 Cinephile Game For all you movie buffs out there: Not only will you have a great time showing off your puzzle skills, but this game also stashes away neatly in a
box you won't mind leaving on the shelf. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported into this page to help users provide their email address. You can find more information about this and similar content at Piano.io - Continue reading below
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